Cloud
Benefits
Improve speed to market - IT
services provisioning can be
reduced from weeks to hours.
The scalability of the cloud
enables businesses to meet their
demand.
Improve performance –
We integrate management
capabilities, cloud software
infrastructure services and
extensive additional services
that extend across the
spectrum, from IaaS to platform
as a service, delivered as a
unified whole — integrated IaaS
+ PaaS.
Future innovation becomes
easier – Gartner believes that
IT leaders should keep in mind
that the most effective way to
adopt cloud IaaS usually
requires embracing DevOps,
taking advantage of the
provider's proprietary
capabilities.
Add competitive advantage Research from the Cloud
Industry Forum shows that
despite the widespread adoption
of cloud across all sectors and
verticals, most companies feel
that using cloud gives them an
edge against their business
rivals.
Drive down costs - the cost of
investment is reduced through
on-demand self-service, so it
democratizes any size business
to launch global growth. Once a
hybrid cloud infrastructure is in
place, cloud resources can be
automated, spun up and
decommissioned quickly.

Cloud platforms are evolving from being a market
disruptor to being mainstream as businesses take
advantage of the benefits of agility, cost reduction, and
simplification as well as Next Generation technologies
such as infinite scalable storage, IoT and artificial
intelligence.
Yet, IT organisations are grappling with the task of
deciding the pace and order of which applications to
take, to which type of cloud whilst also managing a mix
of legacy, private, and public environments that
provide security and resilience.
We see a shift in buyer patterns from private to public
cloud, from self-service to managed and from VMs to
containers. IT organisations should be equipped to
take on the storm and the shift in buyer patterns.

Why You Should Act
We see 4 drivers in moving to the cloud.

How can we help
We provide end-to-end services from developing a holistic strategy
through to implementing and managing multi-cloud environments.

About Us
At Oreta, our motivation is to help
organisations use technology to transform
their business to be the best in their field.
Based in Australia, we provide cost effective
value added cloud services. We leverage a
mix of public and private cloud services,
enhanced with an orchestration layer to
deliver a complete and robust cloud service
to every customer, every time.

Our Values
Excellence

Relentlessly pursuing the
highest level of performance.

Passion

Being the best at doing what
we love.

Learning & Growth
Embracing continuous

learning and development.

Contact Us

We want to be the partner of choice for
organisations empowering them to
accelerate innovation, expand their market
reach, and drive down their IT costs.

Info@oreta.com.au

